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Leading your Datacenter to 100G 
with Parallel Optic MPO Solutions

- are fast and flexible to install

- are ready for 40G and 100G Ethernet

- reach or exceed Telcordia GR-326 and 
GR-1435

- come with up to 72 cores in one MPO 
connector per cable

- come with up to 144 cores in one MPO 
cable

- can save expensive space on your data 
center with high density

- are tested after production and include 
 a measuring report

- have a 25-year replacement warranty  
 and lifetime support

Today the demands for fast fiber  
connections in enterprise data centers 
are growing rapidly. Data centers are 
becoming larger and more modular. 
Due to the changes in technology of 
the last years and new developments 
like cloud computing and virtuali- 
zation, the demand for quick changes 
in the infrastructure is becoming more  
important.

Discovering MPO/MTP solutions 
gave data center operators, service  
providers and system integrators a 
complete new way of flexibility to 
design their network infrastructure 
with a very high reliability.

Todays’ requirements for multi-fiber 
optical connectors are defined in  
GR-326 and GR-1435. In the  
manufacturing process of MPO/MTP 
products are many points to take care 
of like the mechanical construction, 
the splice and the ferrule, to only 
name a few. One small mistake during  
production can lead to performance 
loss or even interruption of your  
service.

THE SOLUTION
Reduce your costs and problems from 
the start and bank on BlueOptics© high 
reliability MPO/MTP solutions.

BlueOptics© offers a broad range of 
MPO/MTP Solutions. All BlueOptics© 
MPO/MTP products reach or exceed 
the requirements defined in Telcordia 
GR-326 and GR-1435 and also set new 
standards.

There are two main types of  
BlueOptics MPO/MTP Ethernet cabling  
solutions: At first, the convenient 
MPO/MTP breakout cables, coming 
with 8 fiber cores connected to 4x  
duplex connectors on the opposite side 
of the MPO/MTP plug. This makes the 
product the best solution for splitting 
or meshing up links. Second, the trunk 
cable variant, coming with 2x MPO/
MTP connectors, one on both sides 
for full bandwidth on one link. Both 
are designed to support 40G and 100G  
Ethernet. For the best link  
performance BlueOptics© MPO/
MTP cables should be used with 
BlueOptics© high availability QSFP or 
CFP transceivers.

For data center and structured cabling 
installations BlueOptics© breakout 
and trunk cables are the best choice! 
Up to 72 cores within only one fiber 
cable, making you reach the needs for 
high density applications.

Complete your installation with  
BlueOptics© pre-terminated MPO/
MTP cassettes, designed with up 
to 24 cores per cassette and a total 
of 72 cores in only one unit. While  
saving time and money this solution 
has made setting up fiber links faster 
than ever before! The cassettes are 
available with LC and SC ports.

All products are designed for use with 
different transmission or installation 
standards and are available for multi-
mode and single-mode applications. 
Creating links with up to 100G has  
become convenient and simple. 

HIGHLIGHTS

MPO/MTP
Solutions

All BlueOptics© MPO/MTP Solutions...
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OM3 Cassette OM4 Cassette G.652.D SM Cassette 19” 1U Rack Chassis

Multi-mode Breakout Cable Multi-mode Trunk Cable Single-mode Breakout Cable Single-mode Trunkcable

- up to 24 Cores
- LC or SC Duplex
- 2x 12 Core MPO
- 1x 24 Core MPO
- MPO or MTP available

- up to 24 Cores
- LC or SC Duplex
- 2x 12 Core MPO
- 1x 24 Core MPO
- MPO or MTP available

- up to 24 Cores
- LC or SC Duplex
- 2x 12 Core MPO
- 1x 24 Core MPO
- MPO or MTP available

- fits 19” Racks
- up to 3 Cassettes
- up to 36 Duplex ports
- only 1 Unit
- multi- and single-mode 

- OM3 or OM4 brand fiber
- Ethernet: 8x Breakout
- Others: up to 144x Breakout
- LC, SC, ST, FC or E2000
- MPO or MTP available

- OM3 or OM4 brand fiber
- Ethernet: 12 or 24 Cores
- Others: up to 144x Cores
- MPO or MTP available

- G.652.D SM brand fiber
- Ethernet: 8x Breakout
- Others: up to 144x Breakout
- LC, SC, ST, FC or E2000
- MPO or MTP available

- G.652.D SM brand fiber
- Ethernet: 12 or 24 Cores
- Others: up to 144x Cores
- MPO or MTP available


